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Abstract: Blau and Michaeli recently introduced a novel concept for

inverse problems of signal processing, that is, the perception-distortion

tradeoff. We introduce their tradeoff into the rate distortion theory of lossy

source coding in information theory, and clarify the tradeoff among infor-

mation rate, distortion and perception for general information sources.
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1 Introduction

An inverse problem of signal processing is to reconstruct the original information

from its degraded version. It is not limited to image processing, but it often arises in

the image processing. When a natural image is reconstructed, the reconstructed

image sometimes does not look natural while it is close to the original image by

a reasonable metric, for example mean squared error. When the reconstructed

information is close to the original, it is often believed that it should also look

natural.

Blau and Michaeli [1] questioned this unproven belief. In their research [1],

they mathematically formulated the naturalness of the reconstructed information by

a distance of the probability distributions of the reconstructed information and the

original information. The reasoning behind this is that the perceptional quality of a
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reconstruction method is often evaluated by how often a human observer can

distinguish an output of the reconstruction method from natural ones. Such a

subjective evaluation can mathematically be modeled as a hypothesis testing [1].

A reconstructed image is more easily distinguished as the variational distance

�ðPR; PNÞ increases [1], where PR is the probability distribution of the reconstructed

information and PN is that of the natural one. They regard the perceptional quality

of reconstruction as a distance between PR and PN . The distance between the

reconstructed information and the original information is conventionally called as

distortion. They discovered that there exists a tradeoff between perceptional quality

and distortion, and named it as the perception-distortion tradeoff.

Claude Shannon [2, Chapter 5] initiated the rate-distortion theory in 1950’s. It

clarifies the tradeoff between information rate and distortion in the lossy source

coding (lossy data compression). The rate-distortion theory has served as a

theoretical foundation of image coding for past several decades, as drawing a

rate-distortion curve is a common practice in research articles of image coding.

Since distortion and perceptional quality are now considered two different things, it

is natural to consider a tradeoff among information rate, distortion and perceptional

quality. Blau and Michaeli [1] briefly mentioned the rate-distortion theory, but they

did not clarify the tradeoff among the three.

The purpose of this letter is to mathematically define the tradeoff for general

information sources, and to express the tradeoff in terms of information spectral

quantities introduced by Han and Verdú [2]. It should be noted that the tradeoff

among the three quantities can be regarded as a combination of lossy source coding

problem [2, Chapter 5] and random number generation problem [2, Chapter 2],

both of which will be used to derive the tradeoff.

Since the length limitation is strict in this journal, citations to the original

papers are replaced by those to the textbook [2], and the mathematical proof is a

bit compressed. The author begs readers’ kind understanding. The base of log is an

arbitrarily fixed real number >1 unless otherwise stated.

2 Preliminaries

The following definitions are borrowed from Han’s textbook [2]. Let

X ¼ fXn ¼ ðX ðnÞ
1 ; . . . ; X ðnÞ

n Þg1n¼1
be a general information source, where the alphabet of the random variable Xn is

the n-th Cartesian product X n of some finite alphabet X. For a sequence of real-

valued random variables Z1; Z2; . . . we define

p- lim sup
n!1

Zn ¼ inff� j lim
n!1 Pr½Zn > �� ¼ 0g:

For two general information sources X and Y we define

IðX;YÞ ¼ p- lim sup
n!1

1

n
log

PXnYnðXn; Y nÞ
PXnðXnÞPYnðYnÞ ;

and

FXðRÞ ¼ lim sup
n!1

Pr
1

n
log

1

PXnðXnÞ � R

� �
:
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For two distributions P and Q on an alphabet X, we define the variational

distance �ðP;QÞ as Px2X jPðxÞ � QðxÞj=2. In the rate-distortion theory, we usually

assume a reconstruction alphabet different from a source alphabet. In order to

consider the distribution similarity of reconstruction, in this letter we assume X n as

both source and reconstruction alphabets.

An encoder of length n is a mapping fn : Xn ! f1; . . . ; Mng, and the corre-

sponding decoder of length n is a mapping gn : f1; . . . ; Mng ! X n.

�n : Xn � X n ! ½0;1Þ is a general distortion function with the assumption

�nðxn; xnÞ ¼ 0 for all n and xn 2 Xn.

Definition 1 A triple ðR;D; SÞ is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence

of encoder and decoder ðfn, gnÞ such that

lim sup
n!1

logMn

n
� R; ð1Þ

p- lim sup
n!1

1

n
�nðXn; gnðfnðXnÞÞÞ � D; ð2Þ

lim sup
n!1

�ðPgnðfnðX nÞÞ; PXnÞ � S: ð3Þ

Define the function RðD; SÞ by
RðD; SÞ ¼ inffR j ðR;D; SÞ is achievableg:

Theorem 2

RðD; SÞ ¼ max
n
inf
Y
IðX;YÞ; inffR j FXðRÞ � Sg

o

where the infimum is taken with respect to all general information sources Y

satisfying

p- lim sup
n!1

1

n
�nðXn; YnÞ � D: ð4Þ

Proof: Let a pair of encoder fn and decoder gn satisfies Eqs. (1)–(3). Then by [2,

Theorem 5.4.1] we have

R � inf
Y
IðX;YÞ; ð5Þ

where Y satisfies Eq. (4). On the other hand, the decoder gn can be viewed as a

random number generator to Xn from the alphabet f1; . . . ; Mng. By [2, Converse

part of the proof of Theorem 2.4.1] we have

R � inffR j FXðRÞ � Sg: ð6Þ
This complete the converse part of the proof.

We start the direct part of the proof. Assume that a triple ðR;D; SÞ satisfys

Eqs. (5) and (6). Let Mn satisfy

lim sup
n!1

1

n
logMn � R: ð7Þ

Let fð1Þ
n and gð1Þn be an encoder and a decoder constructed in [2, Lemma 1.3.1] with

codebook f1; . . . ; Mng. Let fð2Þ
n and gð2Þn be an encoder and a decoder constructed

in [2, Theorem 5.4.1] with codebook fMn þ 1; . . . ; 2Mng. Assume that we have a
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source sequence xn 2 X n. If � logPXnðxnÞ < logMn then let fð1Þ
n ðxnÞ 2

f1; . . . ; Mng be the codeword. If � logPXnðxnÞ � logMn then let fð2Þ
n ðxnÞ 2

fMn þ 1; . . . ; 2Mng be the codeword. Let fn be the above encoding process. At

the receiver of a codeword 1 � m � 2Mn, if m � Mn then decode m by gð1Þn ,

otherwise decode m by by gð2Þn . Let the above decoding process as gn.

If fð1Þ
n and gð1Þn are used then the source sequence xn is reconstructed by a receiver

without error by [2, Lemma 1.3.1] and we have �nðxn; gnðfnðxnÞÞÞ ¼ 0. The

probability �n of fð1Þ
n and gð1Þn not being used is

�n � Pr
1

n
log

1

PXnðXnÞ �
1

n
logMn

� �
:

Combined with the assumption R � inffR j FXðRÞ � Sg and Eq. (7)

lim sup
n!1

�n � S;

which implies Eq. (3).

On the other hand, fð2Þ
n and gð2Þn satisfy Eq. (2), so the combined encoder fn and

gn also satisfies Eq. (2). The information rate of fn is at most R þ log 2
n , which

implies that Eq. (1) holds with the constructed fn and gn. This completes the direct

part of the proof. □

3 Example with a mixed information source

A typical example of non-ergordic general information source is a mixed informa-

tion source [2, Section 1.4]. Since Theorem 2 is a bit abstract, we explicitly

compute RðD; SÞ for a mixed information source. Let X ¼ f0; 1g, and �nðxn; ynÞ
be the Hamming distance between xn, yn 2 X n. Consider two distributions P and Q

on X defined by

Pð0Þ ¼ 1=2; Pð1Þ ¼ 1=2;

Qð0Þ ¼ 1=4; Qð1Þ ¼ 3=4:

For xn ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ, in our mixed information source we have

Pr½Xn ¼ xn� ¼ 1

2

Yn
i¼1

PðxiÞ þ 1

2

Yn
i¼1

QðxiÞ:

By [2, Theorem 5.8.1, Example 5.8.1 and Theorem 5.10.1] we see that

R � inf
Y:Eq: ð4Þ holds

IðX;YÞ

if and only if

R � hð1=2Þ � hðDÞ; ð8Þ
where hðuÞ is the binary entropy function �u log u � ð1 � uÞ logð1 � uÞ.

On the other hand, by [2, Example 1.6.1], we have

FXðRÞ ¼
1 if R < hð1=4Þ;
1=2 if hð1=4Þ � R < 1;

0 if 1 � R:

8><
>:

By the above formulas and assuming log ¼ log2, we can see
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RðD; SÞ ¼
1 if S ¼ 0;

maxfhð1=4Þ; 1 � hðDÞg if 0 < S � 1=2;

1 � hðDÞ if 1=2 < S:

8><
>:
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